The new English cosmogeological words:
1. GEOTRACK-track of huge geological catastrophes
2. GEOEVOLUTION- geological evolution of the Earth geospheres
3. GEOCATASTROPHE- geological catastrophe caused by inner forces of the Earth
4. GEOTRANSFER-rapid movement of outer nucleus masses into asthenosphere
5. COSMOGEOLOGICAL LAYER- thin geosphere between solid and liquid aggregation state.
6. CRUSTBERG- chunk of the crust into liquid magma sea or ocean during huge outflow (-EBgeotransfer).

IMPORTANT AND STRONG EVIDENCE
Important and strong evidence is the fossil of the Ammonites to the Everest
(scientific film of BBC - "TIME MACHINE")

Author of this film did not know anything about cosmogeological theory and -EBgeotransfers but could make excellent animation of continental movement. The film trys
to prove... under pressure of Indian platform on the ancient ocean's floor and slowly drift
could create the Himalayas Mountains chains...??? But how... Fossil of Ammonite into
stony "prision" together with ancient ocean's floor overridden another platform and lift
up about 8,000 meter from sea level...??? Seeing is believing, fossils of Ammonite can
find at the Tibetan Plato everyone if you have money and burn with the desire to see
fossils. According of modern Geology slowly drift of Indian platform has speed 2(cm.
year) on the such long distance. Do you know what it means, dear fathers of Geology...???
It means, Indian platform moved about 100 million years and covered 2,000km distains.
But how?... Ancient ocean floor overridden another thick continental platform during 100
million years or Tibetan Plato was lift up by another huge continental platforms in
collision during a long time...??? Or during interaction two continental platform thin (few
kilometers thickness) ancient oceans floor lift up 8 km from sea level and creates about 80
km thickness Tibetan Plato...??? Tibetan Plato is very thick and wide platform. Such
platform could create only in one case... When thin and very big ocean's floor tile rapidly
overridden on the very thick continental platform. During overridden ocean floor's big
tile is fracturing by small parts... Huge and strong destroyed geolayers are creating
mountain chains and a lot of rocks (different picks of mountains) by this time. Then
during million and million years sedimentary layer fills huge fractures, etc... water and
atmosphere circulation creates excellent high mountains chains with beautiful very high
rock picks. Water and atmosphere circulation could not destroy rocks, its enemy... only
strong earthquakes.
Eg, 1. Continental platform of Africa long ago in the collision to the Arabian peninsula. It
does not create mountains chains to the borders of platforms or subduction zones. It
creates only separation movement of small tile from huge continental platform of Africa.
We can't see overridden movements too. Seeing is believing means... During slowly drift
huge continental platforms in collision can't create mountains chains.

I have already proved...During slowly drift huge continental platforms in collision can't
create mountains chains! It means we have to believe overridden movement, during 100
million years of ancient ocean floor on the huge continental platform...???
Eg,2. During slowly drift huge thin and thick continental platform in collision creates
subduction zones... and across collision thick continental lithosphere platforms are
overridden on the thin ocean's lithosphere platforms. Seeing is believing means geological
data about formation Himalayas is huge false.
Why Ammonite's fossil to the Everest is important and strong evidence for
cosmogeological theory?
Because in the universe is only one force to explain such event... its name is known... -EBgeotransfer!!!
Excellent animation of continental platform's movement is natural event, when rapid
movement of thick lithosphere platform can destroy thin ocean lithosphere tile. Only
during -EB- geotransfer thin ocean lithosphere tile can overridden on the thick huge
continental platform. Movement of only Indian platform was not enough... Tibetan
Plato's formation needed all huge continental platforms rapid, destructive movement and
interaction on the each other. Only during this event time could overridden big ocean's
thin tiles here on the ancient continent for formation Tibetan Plato. Then water and
atmosphere circulation created... beautiful mountain chains... Himalayas!... with
Ammonites fossils to the Everest, because they were dead into wild streams of magma
everywhere. When small ocean's thin lithosphere tiles overridden on the each other this is
reason of different sizes islands and peninsulas formation. After event during million and
million years water and atmosphere circulation creates beautiful islands and peninsulas in
this places.
Age of the Ammonites fossil ia interralated to the geocatastrophe age (event).
Event can always destroy isostatic equilibrium between platforms and then balance needs
a lot of time for restoring.
Wellington is one of the best evidence of cosmogeological theory. Main reason of this
movement is INCRESCENT LAW (Second law of Cosmogeology). Increscent forces into
asthenosphere creates global vertical movements of tiles all over the crust. Into all
fractures between tiles flowing additional masses of asthenosphere. Global hardening
needs into this fractures additional volumes. Global defect of volume creates huge global
interaction between tiles and its global vertical and especially horizontal displacements.
Now we can explain everything, displacement of Everest, vertical movement of
Wellington, etc. Global interaction creates between tiles wave deformations and some
places can submerge into oceans too.
Huge volcano to the Yellowstone is evidence of huge destruction into the crust to this
place... but not so dangerous as well as many another volcano.

THE FIRST STRONG

EVIDENCE

I have already found first strong evidence for my Cosmogeological Theory... on the
Moon... Nothing unbelievable... On the Moon water and atmosphere circulation could not
delete tracks of geocatastrophes, because Moon never had atmosphere and water oceans.
All water was evaporated during cooling... (from liquid to the solid conditions).

Mountains and hills are formed by destroyed crust tiles (Crustbergs ) on the petrified
magma basin.
Only asteroid impact could not create arc-ridges ,where is deleted part of arc-ridges on
the border of Imbrium petrified magma basin. Billions of years ago Moon's
asthenosphere's inner pressure could create only volcano eruptions and crustquakes.
Moon's asthenosphere's inner pressure was not enough to create magma's seas and
ocean...
(now
petrified
magma
basins)
Asteroid impact force is only one of the formation forces of the Moon surface and giant
Lunar magma basins. Unknown second force and huge outflow track from "sea of rains"
are the strong evidences of the Cosmogeolical Theory and important discovery in the a
Astronomy and in the geology...!!!

Mountains and hills are formed by destroyed crust tiles (Crustbergs ) on the petrified
magma basin.
Eg 1, (Sea of Crises) billions of years ago Moon's crust was very thin when asteroid
impact created Sea of Crises, Giant magma basin. Pressure into asthenosphere of the
Moon by this time was not enough to fill fully this basin, and because there were not
covered surrounded places of (Sea of Crises) by magma of asthenosphere.
Eg, 2, (Sea of Rains) After asteroid impact Pressure into asthenosphere of the Moon by
this time was enough to fill fully this basin (Sea of Rains). Huge mass of magma was flow
out, covered surrounded places, created high mountain chains around huge outflow and
submerged part of arc ridges into the natural magma sea (now petrified). eruption from
asthenosphere was so huge, there were covered by magma surrounded places behind
mountain chains (Sea of Cold), and there were deleted (destroyed) part of arc-ridges
around Sea of Rains.
WHY... in one case Pressure into asthenosphere of the Moon was so small.
WHY... in second case Pressure into asthenosphere of the Moon was so huge.
How do I know the crust was very thin during the Crisium impact?
-Evidence is into mare orientale. Asteroid impact could not create huge magma basin
inside of the mare orientale. Impact of asteroid created only few huge rims around (small
mountain chains from destroyed crust), because asthenosphere has already been into solid
aggregation state by this time. Geoevolution of the Moon geospheres has already been
finished...
-When crust was thin above ancient astenosphere of the Moon, asteroid impact long
before mare orientale formation could create only one rim from destroyed crust around
impact and natural magma sea (basin) inside (on the temporary opened inner
asthenosphere ocean).
ACCORDING COSMOGEOLOGICAL THEORY ALL INNER GEOSPHERES OF
SPACE BODIES UNDERGONE SAME GEOEVOLUTION, THERE WERE ONLY
SIZES OF INNER GEOSPHERES VERY DIFFERENT.
How do I know the Moon had the aesthenosphere at this time?

-Petrified magma basins known as the "SEAS" could create only temporary opened
asthenosphere red-hot masses of the Moon.
-There are other outflow features (of course from asthenosphere???...) that arose
billions of years ago, when the moon hadn't cooled. Long before crust formation all
surface of the Moon was opened asthenosphere ocean.
-"American astronauts Cernan and Schmitt found many caldera of volcanos on the
Moon" -It is important evidence for the Cosmogeological theory, because only ancient
asthenosphere's could create volcano on the Moon. According NASA 4~4.5 billions of
years ago were periods of intensive tectonic activity on the Moon. NASA has many strong
evidences (volcanic basalts) of volcanic activity during this time.
Anorthosite is a phaneritic, intrusive igneous rock has big crystals and is another strong
evidence. It has different consistence of chemical admixtures. It is not volcanic and needs
hundreds of millions years for formation from liquid to the solid conditions. Anorthosite
proves that, geolayers of the Moon during hundreds of millions years were in the liquid
conditions.

ANORTHOSITE FROM LUNAR
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About geoevolution of spacebodies you can read everything: www.cosmogeology.ge/chapter-10.htm

Second huge geological force created Huge outflow... filled the Imbrium basin. Only
this huge geoforce could create all high mountain chains from destroyed crust tiles,
simultaneous huge outflow, around asteroid's impact into Imbrium basin. This huge
geological force of the Moon still unknown for mankind and geologists too, but geoforces
into spacebodies are same. Part of arc-ridges was deleted (submerged and destroyed) by
huge outflows.
Important fact that, the small mountains ranges on the Moon, both near and far side are
formed by the rims of large impact basins (destroyed crust of the Moon). The absence of
plate tectonics on the Moon does mean that high mountain chains are a problem for
Geology but not for Cosmogeology, Because high mountain chains could create only huge

inner geoforce from destroyed tiles of the crust... We also have the problem of Geology
that, the lunar far side basins are, for the most part, not filled by sea material... but it is
not problem for Cosmogeology because there were never waters seas and oceans or its
waves... there were only waves of magma. there were only liquid magma basins (now
petrified) on the temporary opened ancient asthenosphere ocean of the Moon. We are
near one of the important discovery in the Astronomy and Geology.
Why did not decrease level of magma into Imbrium magma basin after so huge
eruption???... Answer on this question you never find in the Geology or Astronomy.
Answer is only in the Cosmogeology and this answer is important and strong
EVIDENCE

NAME OF THIS HUGE INNER GEOFORCE IS ... → EB→ GEOTRANSFER!!!
P.S. IMPACT OF ASTEROID WAS "DETONATOR" OF →EB→ GEOTRANSFER ON
THE MOON BILLIONS OF YEARS AGO..!!! AS SIMILAR IMPACT OF ASTEROID WAS
"DETONATOR" OF →EB→ GEOTRANSFER ON THE EARTH 65 MILLION YEARS
AGO...!!!
It means... COSMOGEOLOGICAL THEORY IS TRUTH! Do you have questions?...

SECOND STRONG EVIDENCE
Second strong evidence is small crustberg. Movement crustbergs on the liquid surface of
magma seas and oceans during events, is under influence of Archimedes' law as drift or
movement of icebergs on the our seas end oceans). Of course we can't see such
unbelievable event, but we can see remains of crustbergs on the petrified magma sea and
oceans. they are different size separately small hills and small high mountains on the wide
platitude petrified magma sea and oceans. There are a lot of crustbergs into Imbrium
basin of the Moon as well as remains of petrified magma waves after huge outflow.
why crustbergs are strong evidences of cosmogeological theory. Because remains of
crustbergs, (separately small hills and mountains) could not create tectonic activity
(crustquakes, subduction zones, interaction of crust tiles) of the spacebody or asteroids
impact. Separately small hills and mountains could create volcano eruption but crustberg
does not has caldera to the pick...
There are a lot of crustbergs remains on the Mars, on the wide platitude of BLUE
surface . BLUE surface is thin lithosphere platforms (floor of evaporated ancient seas and
oceans on the Mars). Yellow surface is thick lithosphere platforms (Continental
platforms). When spacebodies' surface consist with thick and thin lithosphere platforms
this is evidence a lot of -EB- geotransfers (events). It has strong theoretical support
(cosmogeological theory) and practical support (a lot of events on the Earth). There are a
lot of crustbergs remains on the floor of Atlantic ocean. Volcanic islands and under ocean
volcanic mountains are not remains of crustbergs.

THIRD STRONG EVIDENCE
Third strong evidence of cosmogeological theory is on the Mars. This is Vallesmarineris.
Which force could create Vallesmarineris? when crust is thin at the beginning stage of
geoevolution asteroid impact could create one huge rim and huge magma basin inside.
Asteroid impact on the thick crust could create huge deep crater and few huge rims
around...???
Because Mars is spacebody second law of cosmogeology is law for Mars too. There are
deleted a lot of tracks of events on the Mars by atmosphere dust circulation, but huge
track of one of the last event was left (Vallesmarineris). In the centre of Vallesmarineris is
huge arc-crack pouring with liquid magma (now petrified). -EB- geotransfer could split
huge continental platforms, because that is rule of -EB- geotransfer, but it never could
form such huge destructions into the central places of Vallesmarineris between thick
lithosphere platforms. -EB- geotransfer could easily destroy thin lithosphere tiles. Centre
of Vallesmarineris has only one explanation... (ASTEROID IMPACT + →EB→ GEOTRANSFER). Detail explanation of this event you never find in the Geology or in the
Astronomy. This huge geological force of the Mars still unknown for mankind and
geologists too, but geoforces into spacebodies are same. Huge masses, part of destroyed

crust in the centre was deleted (destroyed, submerged and melted) by huge outflows from
asthenosphere. There were formed a lot of small crustbergs as the evidences of -EBgeotransfer. Magma could not fill Vallesmarineris and could not create huge mountains
chains around because east direction was fully opened. Huge outflow and wild streams
could destroy not only raptured centre of Vallesmarineris, there was destroyed east side
too. In this case, asteroid impact was detonator of -EB- geotransfer (EVENT) because
impossible another explanation of huge crust masses disappearance.
Vallesmarineris, this huge crack was formed by increscent forces of coarse. After -EBgeotransfer diameter of the Mars was increased. There was increased surface area of the
Mars too and because there were formed many huge cracks on the surface by this event
time and Vallesmarineris too.
absence of wide huge destroyed crust masses into centre of Vallesmarineris (across of
huge crack) proves that, split of huge continental crust platforms was rapidly.
Disappearance of huge destroyed wide costal crusts-masses proves that, After event they
were submerged and melted into red-hot asthenosphere ocean of the Mars. Evaporating
of this huge crust masses was imposable. because before Evaporating solid chemical
admixtures had a liquid stage. There are very many partially melted crust lines, remains
of crustbergs on the surface of Vallesmarineris... Everything proves that, destroyed crust
geolayers by asteroid impact were melted into temporary opened asthenosphere of the
Mars. Mountains chains formation was imposable near to this huge split-area. Mountains
chains were not formed during rapidly split, of our Africa-American platforms, to the
costs of Atlantic ocean. There are not same all split-lines accros of modern AfricaAmerican platforms. There were submerged and melted part of costal crust-masses,
(small part of destroyed costal zones) into red-hot ocean of asthenosphere. Everything
proves... there were rapidly split of the platforms 65 million years ago with destroyed
small part of costal split-zones.
Why was melted destroyed huge crust masses. Because There was increasing temperature
into B geosphere During -EB-geotransfer. Of course temperature into outer nucleus is too
much, then into asthenosphere. Now we can explain about partially melted crust lines
into Vallesmarineris, and about disappearance huge central crust masses almost equally
of our Australia. -EB- geotransfer can explain everything...
IT MEANS COSMODEOLOGYCAL THEORY IS TRUE!!!
1. Same increscent forces.
2. Same -EB- geotransfers.
3. Same Huge outflow from own asthenosphere of spacebodies.
4. Same asteroids impacts as the detonator of -EB- geotransfers; on the Mars, Moon,
Earth...
5. Same formation magma seas and oceans (of course now petrified)

6. Same formation of small crustbergs on the magma seas and oceans.
7. Same disappearance of destroyed and melted crust costal masses (especially of burst
parts).
YOU HAVE TO KNOW COSMOGEOLOGY, TO UNDERSTAND WHAT EVENTS
WERE HAPPENED BILLIONS OF YEARS AGO. I BELIEVE THAT, LITTLE BY
LITTLE, DAY BY DAY, VERY MANY INTELLECTUALS UNDERSTAND WHAT IS
THIS...
COSMOGEOLOGY ...

FOURTH STRONG EVIDENCE
Most distant moon of Jupiter is Callisto. All its surface represents petrified magma
oceans. Here is huge track of a asteroid impact. Vividly seen asteroid impact was reason
of huge outflow from its own asthenosphere.
This close up of Callisto shows the heavily cratered surface and the prominent ring
structure known as Valhalla. It was acquired by Voyager 1 on March 6, 1979. Valhalla's
bright central area is about 300 kilometers across with sets of concentric ridges extending
out to 1,500 kilometers from the center.
http://www.solarviews.com/raw/jup/callist2.gif

I try to help only scientists of NASA and all intellectuals. You can see petrified huge
magma waves (a lot of small discontinuous arc-ridges) after huge outflow from its own
asthenosphere. Here is covered almost half hemisphere of the Callisto. Only one force in
the universe could create it. Its name is -EB- geotransfer. We can't explain this event by
Geological and astronomical laws. It took place without formation huge cracks across
this moon as well as on the our Moon. Everything proves that asteroid impact was
detonator of -EB- geotransfer Billions of years ago. Bigger moon has stronger inner
geoforces, and stronger -EB- geotransferes of course. Evidence in front of you. Valhalla is
track a lot of permanent, huge and high eruption.
It means cosmogeological laws are rulers of all spacebodies...
Everywhere impacts of asteroids are detonator of -EB- geotransferes...

Error impossible! Unbelievable same events!
It means cosmogeological theory is TRUTH!

